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Abstract.

Regular photometric observations of the moon's

"ashenlight" (earthshine)from the Big Bear Solar Observatory (BBSO) since December 1998 have quantified the
earth'sopticalreflectance.We find large (,,• 5%) daily variations in the reflectance due to large-scale weather changes
on the other side of the globe. Separately, we find comparable hourly variations during the courseof many nights as the
earth's rotation changes that portion of the earth in view.
Our data imply an average terrestrial albedo of 0.297+0.005,
which agrees with that from simulations based upon both
changing snow and ice cover and satellite-derived cloud cover

(0.2965:0.002).However,we find seasonalvariationsroughly
twice those of the simulation, with the earth being brightest in the spring. Our results suggest that long-term earthshine observations

are a useful monitor

of the earth's

low-earth orbit view only a small fraction of the earth's surface at once so that many observations must be combined
to obtain global-scale information. It is also a major technical and logistical challenge to keep calibrated photometers
continuously in orbit on decadal timescales.

The earthshine, or "ashenlight", is the glow of the "dark"
part of the lunar disk visible to a nighttime observer. It is
sunlight reflected from the earth and retroflected from the
lunar surface, and so offers an alternative route to studying
the earth's reflectance. Earthshine data are complementary
to existing satellite data in that the coverage is instantaneous and hemispheric in scale. Because the earth's phase
as seen from the moon is supplementary to that of the moon

seen from the earth (i.e., the earth is nearly "full" when
the moon is a thin crescent),the instantaneousintensity of

albedo.

the earthshine near the new moon samples almost half of

Comparison with more limited earthshine observations during 1994-1995 show a marginally higher albedo then.

the earth. For over a quarter century, beginning in 1926,

Danjon and his followers[Danjon,1928,1954;Dubois,1947]
A central parameter of the earth's climate is the planet's

albedo, A, the fraction (roughly 0.3) of the incident sunlight that it reflects. Simple power balance considerations
suggest the importance of this parameter: in the absence of
feedbacks,the earth's blackbody temperature of some 255 K
would increase by roughly 1 K for a 0.01 decreasein A. Precise measurement

of the albedo

can reveal variation

with

the

earth's aspect(land is more reflectivethan water), weather
(cloudpatterns), and seasons(snowand ice coverand vegetation).
The albedo is determined most directly by satellite obser-

performed regular earthshine observations from France. We
have reinvigorated and modernized this nearly forgotten way
of measuring the earth's albedo.
Our earthshine coronagraph is a 6-inch refractive telescope with a cooled AP-7 512x512 pixel CCD camera; our
fiducial regions comprise about 100 pixels each. We mask

the bright portion of the lunar disk (i.e., "moonshine")with

a neutraldensityfilter of transmission
• 10-5, and correct
the measured earthshine intensity for the effects of moonshine scattered in the atmosphere and optical train. For details, seehttp://www. bbso.nj it. edu/Research/Earthshine.
The earthshine intensity is most conveniently determined

vations[Gibsonet al., 1990;Stephens,Campbelland Vonder
by observingthe specificintensitiesIa,b of two nearly diaHaar, 1981;Rossowand Lacis,1990]. However,satellitesin
metrically opposite lunar highland regions (each covering
nearly 0.1% of the lunar disk) near the edgeof the disk •Also at W. K. KelloggRadiationLaboratory,CaliforniaIn- one (a) in the earthshine,the other (b) in the moonshine.If
stitute of Technology, Pasadena, CA 91125
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we define the earth's effectivealbedo, A*, as that of a Lam-

bert (perfectlydiffusing)spherehavingthe samereflectance
[Flattd, Koonin and MacDonald,1992],then
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increasesto about/• - 0 at mid-month and is nearly/• - •r

snow and ice cover information, we use simulations from
the Canadian Center for Climate Modeling and Analysis

at the end of the lunar month), fb(/•) is the phasefunction
of regionb,/• • •r-/• is the earth'sphaseangle,and fL (/•) =
. [(•r- I/• [)cos/•+ sin [/• I]/•r is the Lambertphasefunction.
(All phasefunctionsare definedsothat f(0)-l.) The lunar
phasefunction, fa("7), arisesfrom the near retrofiectionof
the earthshineby the moon,where-7•
< 1øisthe anglebetween

(http'//w•-•. cccma.bc. ec . gc. ca), whichgivesthe monthly
mean snow/ice cover for each computationalcell (2.5øx
2.5ø).
Figure i showsthe observed(left panel) and simulated
(right panel)effectivealbedoexpressed
in astronomical
magnitudes,[A*] - -2.5 logA*, as determinedfrom our earth-

the incident and nearly retrofiected earthshine from region
a. Rem, Re, Roa, Rob, Res and Rms are the earth-moon
distance, the radius of the earth, the distance of the observer
from patches a and b, the earth-sun distance and the moonsun distance, respectively.
Our differential

measurement

of the earthshine

removes

many of the complications associated with varying atmosphericabsorption and solar intensity. Lunar imagesaround
a lunar eclipsedetermine the ratio of the geometricalalbedos

shine observations.

This

standard

astronomical

definition

impliesthat the larger [A*] is, the smallerthe albedo.Note
that [A*] -- 1.31 for A* -- 0.3 and that a 1% changein A*
corresponds
very nearlyto a 0.01 changein [A*]. The A*'s
from morning and evening observationsand simulations are,
on average, nearly indistinguishable. However, the spread

about the mean of the observed[A*]'s is appreciablylarger
than that of the simulated ones (respectivevariancesare
0.14 and 0.02 about the fitted curves). While the nightly

of the two fiducialregions,pb/p•, while photometricobserva- averagein both panels is relatively constant for larger phase
tions during many lunations determine the phase functions

To fully account for the effect of atmosphericextinction,
observations

of both the earthshine

and the moonshine

are

made as the airmass varies through the night. The true

intensitiesto be usedin eqn. (1) are greater than the observedintensitiesby a factor of e•'z. The local airmass, z, is
the cosecantof the elevation angle for observationsnear the
zenith, while near the horizon the curvature of the earth re-

quiresthat we usetabulatedvalues[Kondratev,1973]. The
atmospheric extinction coe•cient, c•, ranges between about
0.1 and 0.3, and on a typical night it is determined with a
relative precision of 1% for the earthshine and about 0.5%
for the moonshineby fitting that night's observations.Typically, we find c,e- C,m"" 0.05.
To determine the earth's reflectancefrom the earthshine,

we must know the lunar phasefunctions,f•,b - the moonshine intensity of the fiducial regions as a function of the
lunar phase. However, raw moonshinedata near the quarter

angles, it decreasessharply toward the full moon, implying
that the earth is relatively more reflective at grazing angles

(glint). Note that we haveno reliableobservations
for phase
angles below 40ø or above 140ø becauseof scattered moonshine and becauseof short observingperiods, respectively.
The average albedo can be determined from our obserA*
.
vations
andsimulations
asA - 2 •r

We haveextrapolated[A*] from 40ø •_

_<180ø to the full

range of the integration using a constrained least squares

fit in which [A*] is assumedto vary smoothlywith lunar
phase. This method is usedwidely and successfullyin helio-

seismology
[Goode,1995].We testedit by performingnearly
300 additional simulations, for nights other than the 143 between January 1999 and August 2000, so as to cover the entire range from 0ø •_/• _• 180ø for the parts of the earth we

"see"from BBSO. Fitting these and integrating A*, we find
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moon show as much as a 5% variation from month-to-month

at the same lunar phase due to varying atmosphericabsorption, the lunar declination, and libration. We have addressed
this problem by making three successive,linear adjustments
to the observed moonshine intensities using the integrated
crescentof the moon as a standard, and then correcting for
the declination and libration of the moon. After applying
these three physically required corrections, the aforemen-

tioned 5% variation in f•,b is reducedto 0.5%. With these
adjustments, we estimate that we can measure the nightly
effective albedo to a relative precisionof about 1% on clear
nights. This precision is comparable to those quoted for
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Figure 1. Observed(left panel) [A*]'s plottedagainstthe ab-

satellitealbedodata [Gibsonet al., 1990;Stephens,Camp- solute value of the lunar phase (also indicated by the cartoons
along the x-axis) from 198 clear observingnights from Decembell and VonderHaar, 1981;Rossowand Lacis, 1990].
Our results are best interpreted by comparing them to
simulations. In modeling the reflectance of the earth, we
use scene models developed for the Earth Radiation Bud-

get Experiment(ERBE) observations
[$uttleset al., 1988].
The cloud cover data, updated every 6 hours, are a whole
earth composite of visible-light satellite images from WSI-

INTELLICAST (http://•-•w. intellicast.

com/). For the

ber 1998 through the beginning of September 2000. Simulations

(right panel) are shownfor the 143 nightsfor whichthere werealso
contemporaneous cloud cover data. Each data point represents a
nightly average of 0.5-3.0 minute earthshine measurements taken
once every five minutes with 0.1-5.0 second moonshine observations interspersed. Error bars would be within the symbols. Constrained least square fits to the data and simulations are shown
by the curves.
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earthshine at any moment, but there is a relatively longer
observing night. Hence, somewhat more than a third of the
earth is covered during a given night, roughly independent
of phase.

Oct 31, 1999, Lunar Phase=+90
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ical night, there is a discrepancyof about 5% relative (or
0.015 absolute)in the effectivealbedo. By scalingvariations
of the simulated[A*]'s to thoseof the simulatedalbedo,we
estimatethat measuring[A*] to an accuracyof 0.01 deter-
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0.32

mines the global albedo, A, to 0.002.
As the cloud cover is fairly high at geographicallatitudes
above 45ø, the short timescale variations in reflectanceare
due to irregularities in the fractional cloud cover at low latitudes. In the left panel of Figure 2, one seesthat the ob-
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Figure 2. In the top panels, the bright areas highlight those
parts of the earth that are the sourceof the earthshine (i.e., are
simultaneously in the sunshine and are visible from the moon

at sometime during the observations);the satellite-derivedWSI
cloud cover data is shown in gray-scale, with brighter areas indicating greater cloud cover. For 31 October 1999, note that
the northernmost regions are not sunlit and the southernmost regions do not contribute to earthshine because the moon is fairly
far north in the sky. Simulations of 400+ nights show that not
detecting the pole in this way reduces A by about 0.005 because
of the nearly invariant relative brightness of the polar regions.
The boxes indicate the longitudes of maximal contribution to the

An offset between

the observed and

calculated effective albedos is evident in the right panel; it
typifies the general result that the observed night-to-night
variations are greater than those of the simulations.
The seasonal variation

of the earth's

reflectance

as deter-

mined from our earthshine observations is shown in Figure

3. As [A*] is a strongfunctionof lunar phase,we consider

the lower panels show the observedeffective albedo as a function

the anomaly of each nightly average relative to the bestfit mean trend of all the observations. These anomalies,
which are shownas fractional changesin A*, carry information about weather, climate and surface type. There is the
expected summer minimum, with fall and spring maxima,
and the earth is brightest in the spring, when it is also the

of time (note that the time axis is reversed),while the solid line

cloudiest.

earthshineat the UniversalTime (UT) shown.The solidboxesin

indicates

the simulated

A*.

The

A = 0.294. We note that the fit to the full-range of simulations is indistinguishable from that shown in the right

panel of Figure 1. In all cases,the extrapolationof [A*]
for 101> 140ø contributesabout 0.07 to A, while the region
for 101< 40ø contributesabout 0.01. From this, we obtain A = 0.297q-0.005 for the observations(left panel) and
A = 0.296q- 0.002 for the simulations(right panel) for the
two-thirds

of the earth

we observe.

The uncertainties

here

arise from the large night-to-night and seasonalvariations.
Our observations

have also determined

both the variation

observed

seasonal

variation

is correlated

with

the

corresponding simulations. However, the observations show
about twice as much variability, with the differencesbeing
greatest at the extremes. The seasonalvariation of albedo
is the origin of the relatively greater spread among the ob-

served[A*]'sin Figure1, and mostlikely,the offsetbetween
observationsand simulationstypified in the lower right panel
of Figure 2. The muted seasonal amplitude of the simulations may well be associatedwith the coarsebinning of the

scenemodelsand/or the useof simulatedsnowand ice cover.
Some sense of the longer term trend in the earth's reflectancecan be had by comparing these data with 72 nights
of earthshine observationstaken from January 1994 through

of the instantaneousA* during each night, and the variation

July 1995. (These latter data favor no particular season.)

of the nightly average A* throughout the seasons.In Figure
2, we show one set of evening and one of morning observations near the waxing and waning quarter moon, respectively, as well as the corresponding simulations. The top
panels show that a significant part of the earth contributes
to the earthshine during the observations. For larger lunar
phases,more of the earth contributes instantaneouslyto the
earthshine, but the length of the observations is reduced.
For smallerlunar phases,lessof the earth contributesto the

The average deviation of the nightly means of these data
from the gray curve in the left panel of Fig. 1 translates to
a 2.5%q-1.5% greater A*. Most of the deviation is presentin
the morning data. The correspondingvalue is 0.0% q- 0.9%
for the January 1999 through July 2000 data. We note that
1994-1995 was during the most recent solar activity minimum, and that our result is consistentwith the hypothesis,
based on cloud cover data, that the earth's reflectance de-

creaseswith increasingsolaractivity [$vensrnarkand Friis-
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http-//cloud.ucsd.edu/missions/triana.html)
of clear interest

<

the scene models

10

to intercalibrate

are also

and validate

used.
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Figure 3. Seasonalanomaliesin the effectivealbedo,A*. From
December 1998 through the beginning of August 2000, there are
170 nights of observationswith 22 nights in the earliest bin, 23
nights in the next bin and 15 nights in each of the remaining 9
bins; the ex.tra nights in the two earliest bins serve to reduce the
uncertainties. From January 1999 onward, there are 143 nights
for which we have both observationsand contemporaneoussatellite cloud cover data, which have been averaged in 13 bins with 11
nights in each. The x's show the mean of the observations,with
the vertical bars being the standard deviation of the mean. The
size of the latter stems from the large night-to-night variations
in the cloud cover, rather than from uncertainties in the observations. The horizontal bars indicate the temporal span of each
average. The diamonds indicate the corresponding simulation results. For the 143 nights for which we have observations and
simulations, the anomalies relative to the separate fitted curves
are correlated

at the 95% confidence level.

Christensen,1997]. On the other hand, the differencecould
be associated

with

the combined

effect of the E1 Nifio

that

occurred during the earlier observations and the La Nifia

(http://www. ogp.noaa.gov/enso) duringthe latter.
Our

demonstration

that

the earthshine

can be observed

with sufficient precision to derive meaningful information
about the earth's optical reflectance suggestsseveral further investigations. A multi-station network is now being established that will allow continuous global coverage
during appropriate lunar phases. With the increased precision and coverage from the network, we will be able to
monitor long-term variations in cloud cover and aerosols
with sufficient accuracy to bear on climate change. Network observations of the reflectance in the coming years
will also quantify ENSO events, volcanic eruptions, and
decadal scale variability, including a more precise exploration of any solar cycle variation. Comparison of earth-
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